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Minutes ofthe meeting ofthe Virtual Planning Committee held on the 1stSeptember 2020.
Present: Ann Lovesey MBE (Chair), Derek Folbigg, Duncan Edgar, Graham Pendrey, Tim
Wood, David Garrard
In Attendance:

Councillor Stephen Moon

Apologies: Di Ames, Stuart Southall
Clerk: Joanne Lee
MINUTES

1. To receive and approve apologies for absence.
Apologises were received for Councillor Ames and Councillor Southall.
2. Declarations of interest in any matter - being prejudicial or personal.
None.
3. Discuss and agree outline planning application 20/01782/0UT. Proposal: Outline
planning application with all matters reserved except access for the change
of use of the existing open vehicle storage site (Use class B8) and the erection of 5
residential dwellings (Use Class C3). Land North of Roxton Road Great Barford
Bedfordshire.
The Parish Council discussed and agreed to object to this application for the following
reasons:
In the BBC Local Plan 2030 (LP2030), Great Barford is defined as a Key Service Centre
village with a Settlement Policy Area.
The old Depot Site situated behind and north of Numbers 43 to 53 Roxton Road,
comprises approximately 0.48 hectares, accessed by a narrow entrance between numbers
41 and 43 Roxton Road. The proposed development area is approximately 0.36 Ha, with
the entrance piece towards Roxton Road approximately 0.12 Ha. The entrance has a
narrow pinch-point of around 3.7m width between boundary fences, about 70m from
Roxton Road highway access, this may restrict access of larger vehicles during both the
construct phase and subsequent occupation. It is unclear whether a Fire Engine would fit
and/or be able to turn on site.
The site is bounded to the north and west by agricultural land, to the south by residential
houses of numbers 43 to 53 Roxton Road and to the east by a recently approved
residential development.
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Site exit visibility splay to right (southwest) along Roxton Road may not be possible due
to the fence and hedge of adjacent 41 Roxton Road, where it borders the footpath along
Roxton Road.
The site was put forward under previous Call for Sites as Site 120 and later as Site 604. It
was excluded because of highway constraint when assessed by BBC. The current
proposal would require a change of use from the existing open storage site (Class B8) to
Class C3.
LP2030 Policy 48 says that housing development will be allocated in Neighbourhood
Development Plans, with a time window to submit such plans of 12 months after
adoption of the Local Plan. Great Barford Parish Council is preparing a Neighbourhood
Plan, and will include the allocation of sites to accommodate the 500 dwellings appointed
in the LP2030.
LP2030 paragraph 6.18 Development in rural areas, states:
In considering the location of development in rural areas, the distinction between
settlements and areas of countryside is established by defining Settlement Policy Areas.
The aim of the local plan is to direct development to within the defined Settlement Policy
Area boundaries and specific site allocations. Within the countryside it is the intention to
maintain the existing open nature, prevent the coalescence of settlements and resist the
encroachment of development into the countryside. The countryside is therefore subject
to a more restrictive policy.
The complete proposed site, including the entrance, is outside of the Settlement Policy
Area, therefore would be considered as Development in the open Countryside, and
subject to LP2030 Policy 78.
Policy 78 - Development in the countryside states:
Development outside defined Settlement Policy Areas and the builtform of Small Settlements will be
permitted if it is appropriate in the countryside in accordance with:
i.
Policy 65 - Reuse of rural buildings in the countryside
ii.
Policy 66 - The replacement and extension of dwellings in the countryside.
iii.
Policy 67 - Affordable housing to meet local needs in the rural area.
iv.
Policy 68 - Accommodation for rural workers.
v.
Neighbourhood Development Plans which have been 'made' by Bedford Borough Council.

In addition, exceptionally development proposals will be supported on sites that are wellrelated to a defined Settlement Policy Area, Small Settlements or the built form of other
settlements where it can be demonstrated that:
vi.

vii.

viii.
ix.

It responds to an identified community need; and
There is identifiable community support and it is made or supported by the parish council or,
where there is no parish council, another properly constituted body whichfully represents the
local community; and
Its scale is appropriate to serve local needs or to support local facilities; and
The development contributes positively to the character of the settlement and the scheme is
appropriate to the structure, form, character and size of the settlement.
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x.

Where a community building is being provided, users of the proposed development can safely
travel to andfrom it by sustainable modes and it is viable in the long term, ensuring its retention
as a community asset.

All development in the countryside must:
xi.
Recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside; and
xii.
Not give rise to other impacts that would adversely affect the use and enjoyment of the countryside
by others; and
xiii.
Not give rise to other impacts that would have a significant adverse effect on the environment,
biodiversity or designated Natura 2000 sites.

As none of Policy 7S sub-paragraphs i to v are met by the proposed development, and
there is no local need for this development, it is not considered to warrant exceptional
development under sub-paragraphs vi to x. The proposal is contrary to the LP2030
Policies 3S, 4S and 7S, and must be refused.
The proposed development may also be considered noncompliant with several other
Local Plan Policies, including, but not limited to Policies:
28S
Place making
29
Design quality and principles
30
The impact of development - design impacts
31
The impact of development - access impacts
32
The impact of development - disturbance and pollution impacts
33
The impact of development - infrastructure impacts
39
Retention of trees
53
Development layout and accessibility
93
Sustainable drainage systems (SuDS)
Great Barford Parish Council objected on the previous application and all the reasons still
remam.
Action:Clerk to contact Bedford Borough Council with the Planning Committee's comments
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